
Brunswick vs Bundoora Under 10s  
1 June 2014 
 
And it was an undefeated Dragons U10 team that took on Bundoora 
in another close and hard fought game this Sunday. Bundoora were 
two players down so two Brunswick players filled in the second 
and fourth quarters. Nick and Freddy volunteered for the second 
quarter, demonstrating fantastic sportsmanship. 
 
The game started well for Brunswick with an early point kicked by 
Will Curry at 10.02, quickly followed by a later goal, also by 
Will. 7 - 0 to Brunswick. 
 
Bundoora quickly recovered and came back ten minutes later with a 
goal, bringing the score to 7 - 6 at the end of the first 
quarter, setting up a close score line that continued for most of 
the game. 
 
In the 2nd quarter Bundoora started fast, kicking the ball up the 
field and outing Brunswick under pressure. However Brunswick put 
up a strong defence and Bundoora did not manage to score. The 
Dragons went on the offensive, setting up a series of kicks and 
runs back across the field with a strong kick from Tommy scoring 
another point, bringing the tally to 8 - 6. This was quickly 
followed by another point from Adam – now 9 - 6. The Dragons were 
now in control. 
 
The rain picked up as Jack made a strong run, ending in another 
point for the Dragons – up to 9 - 6. Once again Bundoora pushed 
the Dragons back heading for goal when Isaiah intercepted a 
Bundoora kick and kicked to Will who made an excellent mark and  
scored a point – now 10 - 6. With the steady rain becoming harder 
the conditions were wet and slippery and Bundoora pushed forward 
again as half time sounded. Although the Dragons were still ahead 
the game was close. 
 
In the third quarter Will W. and KC went onto the Bundoora side. 
Quickly in the third quarter Bundoora scored and went into the 
lead, bringing the score to 10 - 12. The muddy pitch and wet 
weather ensured the play went back and forth as each team had 
problems holding the ball and keeping their footing. But Luke 
managed to break from the pack and scored a point for Brunswick. 
Liam followed and kicked another point and the two sides were now 
equal at 12 - 12. It was becoming a very competitive game. The 
play became faster as both sides pushed back and forth, slipping 
in the mud as the game got more physical. A good kick at 10.50 



from distance (who?) provided another point and it was now 13-12. 
A few minutes later Will kicked for goal but an unlucky touch 
meant a point was scored. Yet another point was scored (by who?) 
and the score was now 15 – 12 to Brunswick. At a few minutes 
before the end of the fourth quarter, Adam intercepted the ball 
and with a strong run past several opposition players, passed the 
ball to Will Curry who scored a goal just before the third 
quarter ended. The score was now 21 - 12 at the end of the third 
quarter. 
 
In the fourth quarter, the Dragons started strongly with Hugo 
kicking for goal  - unfortunately a touch made this a point. 
Bundoora made a strong come back and now a titanic struggle took 
place in the centre of the pitch as both sides pushed back and 
forth seeking advantage. As the rain came down and the field 
became muddier, a tight game was now characterised by short kicks 
and runs, tackles and intercepts.  Bundoora pushed right up the 
goal but the Dragons held firm and fought back. Once again, 
Bundoora were on the attack, pressuring the Dragons. Bundoora 
kicked for goal and this time were on the unlucky receiving end 
of a touch, meaning a point. 22 - 13. But they quickly scored 
again and this time it was a goal - 22 - 19. As the game went 
into the last few minutes both sides were tired but determined. A 
strong run and kick from Adam pushed to edge of goal and Hugo 
then kicked for a point to make the final score 23-19 
 
Well done Dragons! What a game. 
 
 
 
 


